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Good Afternoon,
 
Please see the below email,
 
Kind Regards,
 
Emma
 

From: Angela Eyers [mailto ] 
Sent: 16 April 2020 16:55
To: Planning
Subject: Appeal against Refusal of Application 6/2019/3098/EM

 

WARNING: This email originated outside the WHBC Network. Please be extra vigilant when opening

attachments or clicking links. 

.

Dear Sir / Madam,
 
I would like to appeal against your refusal decision on the following grounds.
 

1. The proposed extension is to the outbuildings which consist of brick built shed, toilet and store

cupboard.

2. The proposed extension is not to the main dwelling.

3. The width of the garden is 7m - the proposed extension is 3.10m - less than half the width of

the garden.

4. The existing outbuilding is approx 4.50m. The proposed extension is 3.80m. A total of 8.30m -

not 10m.

5. The proposal is sympathetic to the neighbouring properties on both sides (5 and 9 Homestead

Lane) as there will be no loss of light and it will not create a dominant presence.

6. If the extension was made to the rear of the actual dwelling then both 5 and 9 Homestead

Lane would be effected - see appendix 1 attached showing extended properties in Cole Green

Lane. They clearly are not in character or scale and have an overbearing presence on

neighbouring properties.

7. The proposed extension is not an over development and ample garden space remains.

8. The character of the actual rear of the dwelling would not be changed.

9. The extension is to the rear of the existing brick built shed, toilet and store cupboard - there is

no effect on the street scene.

10. 11 Homestead Lane has Council Garages bordering the entire length of the garden - please

see appendix 2. My proposed extension is only 3.80 metres.

11. Homestead Court flats - please see appendix 3 - rear view from 11, 9, 7 and 5 Homestead
Lane. In comparison to the flats my proposed extension is insignificant in its size.

For the reasons above, I believe that my application complies with Policy EM1 of the Estates



Management Scheme and I respectfully request that my appeal is allowed.
 
Yours faithfully,
 

 

Angela Eyers
 




